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Dear Senator Kushner, Representative Porter, and Members of the Labor and Public Employees Committee:
Thank you for holding this hearing and for the opportunity to submit this testimony on behalf of the National Women’s
Law Center, a non-profit organization that has been working since 1972 to advance and protect gender justice, and to
help women and families achieve economic security. NWLC is part of a national coalition helping to lead the
movement to secure a fair workweek for working people, because unstable and unpredictable work schedules
disproportionately impact women and are particularly detrimental to women with caregiving responsibilities. We
strongly support S.B. 227, “An Act Concerning a Fair Work Week Schedule,” as an important step to combat
unfair scheduling practices that are harming working people, families, and communities.
Recent years have seen a rise in the use of “just-in-time” scheduling practices, enabled by modern workforce
management systems, that use algorithms to base workers’ schedules on perceived consumer demand and
maximize flexibility for the employer at the expense of the employee.1 Across Connecticut, 65% of people working in
hourly retail and food service jobs report having irregular or variable work hours, and most receive less than two
weeks’ notice of their work schedules2—conditions that can make it extremely challenging to meet their
responsibilities outside of their jobs. Companies that rely on just-in-time scheduling also frequently spread work hours
among many part-time employees so that they can “flex up” at a moment’s notice;3 in Connecticut, 64% of hourly
retail and food service workers who are working fewer than 30 hours per week want more hours.4 Volatile and
inadequate work hours—and the volatile and inadequate incomes that result—undercut workers’ efforts to budget for
expenses and maintain family routines and increase economic hardship, including hunger and housing insecurity.5
Women often bear the brunt of just-in-time scheduling practices that undermine their best efforts to support and care
for themselves and their families. The low-paid, hourly service sector jobs in which just-in-time scheduling practices
are particularly concentrated are jobs that women, disproportionately women of color, are especially likely to hold. 6
Women also still shoulder the majority of caregiving responsibilities in families 7—and in Connecticut, 72% of hourly
retail and food service workers find that their work schedules make it hard for them to meet their caregiving
responsibilities.8 Black women and Latinas are especially likely to be breadwinners for their families,9 and also are
more likely to experience scheduling instability than their white counterparts.10 The abusive scheduling practices that
are common in many hourly jobs thus serve to perpetuate racial and gender income disparities across the state. 11
Just-in-time scheduling practices not only harm the working people who experience them, but can also undermine
their children’s well-being. The features of low-paid work that often interfere with caregiving—including inadequate
income and constantly fluctuating work hours—produce stress for parents and children alike, and can adversely
affect children’s development.12 And these same conditions can make maintaining stable, high-quality child care
nearly impossible.13 Volatile work schedules also take a toll on care providers—who are mostly women,
disproportionately women of color and immigrant women, and who often must scramble to be available for families
with little notice and may also be balancing unpredictable part-time work schedules at their own jobs with providing
child care.14
Connecticut has already taken steps to ensure that workers who are subject to last-minute schedule changes receive
some compensation through its longstanding reporting pay policy, which requires employers in the mercantile trade
and restaurant industries to pay employees who report to work and are employed for fewer hours than their
scheduled shifts.15 However, Connecticut is now falling behind, as cities and states across the country are expanding
protections to combat unfair scheduling practices. Ensuring that the people of Connecticut who work in low-paying
service sector jobs have access to a fair workweek is an essential next step.

•

S.B. 227 recognizes the costs that working people and their families bear when they face last-minute
schedule changes—and compensates them accordingly. The proposed legislation addresses just-intime scheduling practices where they are particularly pervasive: among moderately sized and large
employers in the retail, restaurant, and hospitality industries, plus certain nursing homes. By requiring
covered employers to provide 14 days’ notice of shifts and guaranteeing half time pay for any unworked
hours when shifts are canceled or reduced with less than the required notice (or an extra hour of pay for
other kinds of changes), the bill helps compensate employees for the costs associated with changed shifts.
These costs can include rearranging child care or not being able to pay a bill as expected—costs that so
many working people are not in a position to absorb. The policy also discourages unnecessary last-minute
changes while allowing employers to make such changes when they are in fact necessary, so long as they
provide the requisite pay to affected employees.

•

S.B. 227 discourages the unhealthy and unnecessary practice of “clopening.” Like last-minute
schedule changes, the practice of “clopening”—i.e., requiring an employee to work the closing shift one night
and the opening shift the next morning—is particularly disruptive to family routines and can harm workers’
health and productivity on the job.16 The legislation will help ensure that workers in covered establishments
have adequate time to travel and rest between shifts by prohibiting employers from requiring employees to
work with less than 11 hours between shifts; if an employee consents to work such a shift, the bill requires
the employer to pay the employee at 1.5 times their rate of pay for the hours they work in a shift that begins
less than 11 hours after their previous shift ended.

•

S.B. 227 promotes opportunities for full-time work. The bill requires covered employers to offer available
hours to current, qualified part-time employees before hiring new employees, temporary employees, or
contractors—helping workers gain the hours and income they need to provide for themselves and their
families.

Many of the companies that would be covered by S.B. 227 are already complying with similar laws in Oregon,
Seattle, New York City, Philadelphia, and San Francisco, among other jurisdictions.17 Workforce management
company Deputy, which provides technology that supports compliance with these laws, reports positive impacts
among their clients, including increased hours for workers; substantial reductions in absences and tardiness; and a
modest decrease in labor costs for covered employers.18 Moreover, Duke University researchers who monitored
working parents in Emeryville, California found that those covered by the local fair workweek policy reported a 35
percent decline in schedule instability after the policy took effect, along with significant improvements in family wellbeing.19
NWLC appreciates the efforts of the bill sponsors and this Committee to address the negative impact of just-in-time
scheduling on the lives of women and families in Connecticut. We thank you for your consideration and respectfully
request a vote in favor of S.B. 227.

Sincerely,

Julie Vogtman
Director of Job Quality & Senior Counsel

Laura Narefsky
Fellow, Workplace Justice
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